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A discrete dislocation plasticity analysis of plastic deformation in metal thin films caused by thermal
stress is carried out. The calculations use a two-dimensional plane-strain formulation with only edge
dislocations. Single crystal films with a specified set of slip systems are considered. The
film-substrate system is subjected to a prescribed temperature history and a boundary value problem
is formulated and solved for the evolution of the stress field and for the evolution of the dislocations
structure in the film. A hard boundary layer forms at the interface between the film and the substrate,
which does not scale with the film thickness and thus gives rise to a size effect. It is found that a
reduction in the rate of dislocation nucleation can occur abruptly, which gives rise to a two-stage
hardening behavior. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1566471#I. INTRODUCTION
Metallic coatings, often composed of zinc or nickel, are
used as protective coatings for corrosion-sensitive materials.
There is also a rapidly growing interest in thin metallic films
because of their use in microelectronic devices and magnetic
multilayers. While protective coatings typically have thick-
nesses of the order of 100 mm, the films in microelectronic
devices and magnetic multilayers have thicknesses down to a
fraction of a micrometer. The stress level in these thin films
exhibits a size effect, with thinner films generally having
higher stress levels ~see Ref. 1 for a review!.
An important source of stress in thin films arises from
the thermal mismatch between the film and the substrate.
Experiments that reveal this, typically involve cooling, heat-
ing or an alternating sequence of cooling and heating, with
the average stress in the film recorded by wafer curvature
measurements2,3 or by x-ray diffraction.2,4,5 On cooling a
film from an almost stress-free state at a relatively high tem-
perature, the deformation is initially elastic, but as cooling
proceeds plastic deformation eventually occurs. When the
film is reheated, the stress level in the film at first reduces ~in
absolute value! elastically, with reverse plastic deformation
subsequently occurring for a sufficiently large temperature
change. Reverse plastic deformation occurs earlier and stress
levels increase more rapidly for thinner films. These effects
have been observed for fine-grained as well as coarse-
grained films3 and also in passivated films.2,4
This size effect is not captured by conventional con-
tinuum plasticity theories because they lack an internal
length scale. Nonlocal phenomenological continuum plastic-
ity theories have been proposed, e.g., Refs. 6–10, that can
capture size effects within a phenomenological theory of
plasticity. There have also been studies aimed at explaining
the thin film size effect based on considerations of disloca-
a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:
giessen@phys.rug.nl5920021-8979/2003/93(10)/5920/9/$20.00
Downloaded 01 Sep 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject totion nucleation and motion. In addition to arguments that
make reference to well-known concepts such as the Hall–
Petch relation,3 single dislocation models have been pro-
posed for thin films. Freund11 and Nix12,13 have proposed a
model based on the confined motion of a threading disloca-
tion in a single crystal film, which suggests that the yield
strength scales with the film thickness h as h21. Similar
single dislocation arguments have been used for polycrystal-
line films in Refs. 14 and 15. Hartmaier et al.16 have dis-
cussed the role of thickness on the possibility of generation
of new dislocations.
Although single dislocation models may capture impor-
tant aspects of the phenomenon, they ignore the stress evo-
lution associated with interactions between multiple disloca-
tions. Nix12 conjectured that an array of misfit dislocations
generated near the film/substrate interface could provide ob-
stacles to the motion of additional, differently oriented, misfit
dislocations, see also Ref. 5. A simple analysis of this mecha-
nism gave very high strain hardening rates, substantially
overestimating observed hardening rates.12 In this article, we
carry out a dislocation dynamics simulation of the evolution
of plastic deformation in metal thin films subject to thermal
loading. The analyses are carried out within a two-
dimensional discrete dislocation plasticity framework, with
all dislocation lines being parallel to each other. The elastic
interactions between multiple dislocations, dislocation nucle-
ation, glide and annihilation, as well as the roles of the
stress-free surface and of the film-substrate interface are ac-
counted for.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a single-crystalline film, of thickness h ,
perfectly bonded to an elastic half plane, as illustrated in Fig.
1. A two-dimensional, plane-strain study («3350) is carried
out. The two-dimensional nature of the model is motivated
by the consideration that it is the long straight edge part of
threading dislocations that provides most of the plastic relax-0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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interaction between dislocation lines not parallel to existing
misfit dislocation lines along the interface, as discussed in
Ref. 12, are not accounted for. The substrate remains elastic,
while the film can relax by dislocation activity on a set of
discrete slip systems defined by the angle f (a) relative to the
interface, see Fig. 1~a!. The dislocations are all of edge char-
acter with a Burgers vector in the x12x2 plane of length b .
Individual dislocations are modeled as singularities in an iso-
tropic thermo-elastic continuum.
The boundary value problem is governed by the equilib-
rium and compatibility equations
s i j , j50, « i j5 12 ~ui , j1u j ,i!, ~1!
where s i j denotes the stresses, « i j the strains and ui the
displacements; ( )
,i denotes partial differentiation with re-
spect to xi .
The constitutive relation is specified by
« i j5
11n
E S s i j2 n11n d i jskkD1aDTd i j . ~2!
Here, DT is the temperature change from the undeformed
state. The linear thermal expansion coefficient a for the film
is denoted by a f and that for the substrate by as ; Young’s
modulus E and Poisson’s ratio n are taken to be identical for
the film and the substrate. In Ref. 17 it was found that elastic
property differences did not qualitatively affect the predic-
tions; quantitatively: even a factor of 2 difference in E
changed predictions by only a few percent. The values of
E570 GPa and n50.33 used in the calculations are repre-
sentative of aluminum.
To implement the boundary conditions, the problem is
decomposed in two linearly additive parts as illustrated in
Fig. 1~b!. One part treats the unconstrained thermal expan-
FIG. 1. ~a! Geometry of the film-substrate problem studied in this article. ~b!
Decomposition of the unit-cell problem into a thermoelastic problem and a
plastic relaxation problem. The solution of the latter part uses another de-
composition, following Ref. 18.Downloaded 01 Sep 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject tosion of the film and substrate as if they have the same ther-
mal expansion coefficient, a f5as . The solution to this prob-
lem is
« i j
th5~11n!asDTd i j , s i j
th50 ~ i , j51,2! ~3!
for both film and substrate ~the factor 11n is due to the
plane strain constraint in the x3 direction!. Since the stresses
vanish everywhere, this part of the solution does not interact
with the dislocations.
The other part of the solution, which is denoted by ( )8
and pertains to the problem sketched in Fig. 1~b!, describes
the stress which builds up in the film due to the thermal
mismatch between the film and the substrate, and accounts
for the presence of the dislocations. This problem pertains to
a film with a thermal expansion coefficient a5a f2as on a
substrate that does not undergo thermal expansion. The so-
lution to the full problem is
ui5ui
th1ui8 , « i j5« i j
th1« i j8 , s i j5s i j
th1s i j8 . ~4!
With plasticity arising from the collective motion of dis-
crete dislocations, the ( )8 solution is not independent of x1 .
As shown in Fig. 1~a!, a unit cell is introduced in order to
reduce the computation to one over a finite region. The film-
substrate system is taken to be periodic in the x1 direction
with period w . The boundary conditions on the unit cell
consist of the stress-free surface conditions
s128 ~x1 ,h !5s228 ~x1 ,h !50 ~5!
and the periodicity conditions
ui8~0, x2!5ui8~w , x2!, ~6!
while traction continuity implies continuity of s128 and s118 at
the cell boundaries x250 and x25w . The ( )8 fields are
governed by Eqs. ~1! and ~2! with the appropriate substitu-
tions for a according to Fig. 1~b!. In the absence of disloca-
tions, the solution is
« i j8 50, s118 52
~a f2as!EDT
~12n! ,
s i j8 50 otherwise ~ i , j51,2! ~7!
for the film and « i j8 5s118 50 everywhere in the substrate.
The solution ~7! can be interpreted as resulting from the film
freely expanding by («11th )f5(11n)(a f2as)DT and subse-
quently being compressed by a stress s118 to remove the ex-
pansion so that the film fits on the undeformed substrate.
In the presence of dislocations, the governing equations,
subject to Eqs. ~5! and ~6!, are solved by decomposing the
( )8 field quantities into two additive parts, as described in
Ref. 18, so that the stress, strain and displacement fields in
the film are given by
ui85 u˜ i1 uˆ i , « i j8 5 «˜ i j1 «ˆ i j , s i j8 5s˜ i j1sˆ i j . ~8!
Here, the ( ) fields are the superpositions of the fields of





~the superscript (I) denotes the Ith dislocation!, and are sin-
gular at the positions of the dislocations. The ( Ù ) fields in Eq.
~8! are image fields that are superimposed on the individual AIP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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cell are satisfied. These fields are smooth and their solution is
obtained by a finite element method. The infinite space
(;) fields are constructed in such a way that they reflect the
periodicity in the problem, i.e., the field corresponding to
each dislocation in the cell is the field, with periodicity w ,
due to this dislocation and all its replicas in the other cells
making up the film. The closed-form expressions for these
fields are given in Ref. 19. The use of periodic discrete dis-
location fields avoids the possibility of artificial dislocation
patterning that may be induced when using a cutoff
distance.20
Special attention is needed for dislocations that glide out
of the film. They leave the film, but they cannot be removed
from the set of dislocations in the calculation because they
contribute to a slip displacement and to the resulting step at
the free surface. This is accounted for by virtually extending
the slip planes above the film and positioning a dislocation at
a distance h above the free surface, i.e., at x252h , once it
leaves the film. This virtual dislocation produces stresses s˜12
and s˜22 on the stress-free surface ~even though it is outside
the film!. These stresses are corrected by the ( Ù ) fields. The
virtual dislocations at x252h are sufficiently far away from
the surface that the finite element solution can accurately
describe the necessary correction.
Initially, the film-substrate system is at a high tempera-
ture and stress free. At each step of the simulation a tempera-
ture increment DT5T˙ Dt is prescribed and the boundary
value problem is solved for all field quantities in the cell. For
each time step, the dislocation structure is updated and then
the updated solution for all field quantities is obtained as
described above. As suggested by Kubin et al.,21 the follow-
ing dislocation mechanisms are accounted for through con-
stitutive rules: ~i! dislocation glide; ~ii! dislocation genera-
tion and ~iii! annihilation; ~iv! pinning at obstacles. All of
these are governed by the Peach–Koehler force, which is
computed as




taking advantage of the fact that s i j
th50 according to Eq. ~3!.
Dislocation glide is taken to be drag controlled so that
the velocity of dislocation I is directly proportional to the
Peach–Koehler force, f (I)5Bv (I), with B the drag coeffi-
cient, which is taken to have the value B51024 Pa s. Anni-
hilation of two dislocations with opposite Burgers vector oc-
curs when they approach each other within an annihilation
distance Le56b . Generation of new dislocations is incorpo-
rated through a distribution of Frank–Read sources. In two
dimensions, these are point sources which generate a dipole
when the Peach–Koehler force on the source exceeds a criti-
cal value tnucb during a time span tnuc510 ns. The sign of
the dipole is determined by the direction of the force. The
distance between the two dislocations, Lnuc , is set so that
they will not immediately collapse and annihilate under an






~9!Downloaded 01 Sep 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject towith m5E/2/(11n) the shear modulus. A distribution of
point obstacles, which are intended to mimic small precipi-
tates or forest dislocations, is also introduced. Dislocations
get pinned at such obstacles and are released once the
Peach–Koehler force attains the obstacle strength btobs .
III. RESULTS
The objective of the simulations is to gain insight into
the thickness-dependent response of thin films. We consider
representative values of the material parameters. The Burgers
vector of the film material is taken to be b50.25 nm. The
linear coefficient of thermal expansion is taken to be repre-
sentative of silicon for the substrate (as54.231026/K) and
of aluminum for the film (a f523.231026/K). Results are
presented for values of the film thickness, h , ranging from
0.25 to 1mm. In all calculations, the width of the periodic
cell is taken to be w52 mm. The potentially active slip
planes for each slip system are spaced at d5100b , so that
there are n5(w/d)sin f slip planes with orientation f inside
the cell.
In all the simulations the density of Frank–Read sources
randomly distributed on the slip planes is rnuc560/mm2.
This implies that there are 120 sources per micrometer of
film thickness in the cell, which means that not all slip planes
are necessarily active. On the other hand, for the thickest
films considered, h51 mm, there are as many as four
sources per slip plane. The strength of the sources is taken
randomly from a Gaussian distribution with mean strength
t¯nuc525 MPa and standard deviation of 5 MPa. With the
chosen material properties, the mean nucleation distance
from Eq. ~9! is Lnuc50.0625 mm, which is 1/4 of the small-
est film thickness h50.25 mm, and, more importantly, only
1/8 of the shortest slip plane length h/sin 60°. However,
since the strengths are taken from a Gaussian distribution,
values of Lnuc can deviate significantly from the average. In
the distributions used in the calculations here, the smallest
value of tnuc is 10 MPa, which corresponds to Lnuc
50.156 mm. All sources are displaced by at least the dis-
tance Lnuc sin f from the top or bottom of the film, in order
that both dislocations in a nucleated dipole are contained in
the film. Whenever obstacles are considered, their density is
taken to be the same as the source density and their strength
is specified as tobs5150 MPa.
In order to limit the computational time, the cooling rate
is specified as T˙ 5403106 K/s and the total temperature de-
crease is 200 K, which is smaller than usual in experiments.
A small time step is required to accurately resolve the dislo-
cation dynamics. Numerical experimentation showed that
with the parameters used here, a time step Dt no larger than
0.05 ns is needed mainly to capture the formation of dislo-
cation junctions ~dipoles! near the intersection of slip planes.
The finite element mesh used to solve for the ( ) fields
depends on the thickness of the film. In all cases, four-node
elements are used which are nearly square in the film and
which gradually elongate inside the substrate with increasing
depth. For the thinnest films considered, h50.25 mm, we
have used ten elements through the film thickness. Numeri-
cal tests have shown that this gives sufficient resolution over AIP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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cient accuracy.
Each simulation starts with a dislocation-free film, so
that when cooling begins, the response is initially elastic. As
the temperature decreases, a uniform tensile stress builds up
in the film. When the resolved shear stress on a slip system
reaches the critical strength of the weakest point source, the
source generates a dislocation dipole. One of the dipole dis-
locations glides in the direction of the free surface and the
other glides toward the interface where it gets pinned. It is
this movement which provides the mechanism of plastic re-
laxation of the thermal stress. As cooling proceeds, many
other dislocations are nucleated. Because of the stress fields
associated with the individual dislocations in the film, the
Peach–Koehler force at a source can become large enough to
induce a nucleation event, even if the average stress in the
film is not high enough to activate the source.
A. Size effect
We first present results for three cases that differ in the
film thickness only: h51, 0.5, and 0.25 mm. The film mate-
rial contains three slip systems, with slip plane orientations:
f (1)50°; f (2)560°; f (3)5120°. The three slip systems
mimic in two dimensions the redundancy of the 12 available
slip systems in fcc crystals.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of the dislocations and
the in-plane stress s11 at the end of the cooling process. The




which would be present in the film if plastic relaxation had
not occurred, see Eq. ~7!. With the parameter values here,
sn5397 MPa. For each film thickness, a single unit cell of
the film as well as the top of the substrate is shown. For the
chosen thermal expansion coefficients and with DT,0, the
film is in a state of tension, sn.0. The compressive stress in
the substrate is very low on average, because of its large
thickness, except in a thin layer directly below the interface
which is affected by the dislocations in the film near the
interface. Indeed, a relatively large number of dislocations
are piled up in the film against the interface because the
interface is modeled as being impenetrable. Due to this local
high dislocation density, a boundary layer forms with a much
higher in-plane stress than in the rest of the film.
A boundary layer is also seen in the dislocation density
profiles r(x2) across the film, shown in Fig. 3. The disloca-
tion density plotted is the average dislocation density in a
strip of height l, averaged in the xi-direction. Making use of






;I such that x22l/2,x2
(I),x21l/2. ~11!
Using a strip height of l50.025 mm, the profiles in Fig. 3
show that there is a distinct peak in the bottom strip which is
roughly the same for all three thicknesses. The thickness of
the highly stressed boundary layer is less than 0.025 mmDownloaded 01 Sep 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to5100b . The dislocation density in the rest of the film, where
the tensile stress has been relaxed ~Fig. 2!, is at least a factor
4 lower and also appears to be about the same for the three
cases.
Examining the near-interface dislocations shown in Fig.
2 reveals that they are either positive dislocations on the
f (2)560° slip planes or negative dislocations on the f (3)
5120° slip planes. In both cases the horizontal component
of the Burgers vector is in the positive x1 direction. Neglect-
ing the low density of dislocations in the rest of the film, the
classical idealized picture emerges of a film that is relaxed by
FIG. 2. ~Color! Distribution of s11 , normalized by sn defined in Eq. ~10!,
and the dislocation distribution after cooling by 200 K for three values of
film thickness: ~a! h50.25 mm, ~b! h50.5 mm and ~c! h51 mm. The films
have three slip systems with slip plane orientations specified by f (1)50°,
f (2)560°, and f (3)5120° ~see Fig. 1!. AIP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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Burgers vector bucos fu in the x1 direction. Full relaxation of
the film would require that the thermal strain («11th )f5(1
1n)(a f2as)DT is entirely accommodated by such misfit
dislocations. The dislocation density in a strip of height l
needed for this is given by
r5
~11n!~a f2as!DT
lb cos f . ~12!
For l50.025 mm, this expression gives a density r51.6
3103 mm22. The dislocation density in the bottom strip l
of Fig. 3 is around 800 mm22. This is significantly less than
the necessary dislocation density for a completely stress-free
film. Thus we expect that there is a significant stress compo-
nent s11 left in the film.
Figure 2 gives insight into the nature of this stress state.
An additional perspective is given by the x1-averaged s11
profiles in Fig. 4~a! for the three film thicknesses considered
at DT5200 K. The x1-averaged stresses, ^s11&(x2), are
computed in a strip-wise fashion as in Eq. ~11!, i.e.,
FIG. 3. Dislocation density profile across the film thickness for the films in






s11~x1 ,z2!dx1dz2 . ~13!
The integral is evaluated using 535 trapezoidal quadrature
in each strip with height l of a finite element. A value of l
50.0167 mm was found to give well-converged results of
^s11&(x2). Also shown in Fig. 4~a! are the average stresses in
the film: ^s11& f550, 70, and 130 MPa for h51, 0.5, and
0.25 mm, respectively ~with ^ & f denoting the film average of
a quantity!. The profiles clearly show the presence of highly
stressed boundary layers and also illustate the variation in
boundary layer thickness with film thickness. For the two
thickest films, the boundary layer thicknesses are nearly the
same, but the boundary layer in the thinnest film is signifi-
cantly thinner. It is also of importance to note that the stress
level in the core of the h50.25 mm film is higher than for
the other two films. It is primarily this lack of relaxation in
the core that causes the h50.25 mm film to have such a high
average stress.
Average stress, ^s11& f , versus film thickness h is shown
in Fig. 4~b! to illustrate the scaling with film thickness. The
thicker two films suggest a Hall–Petch-like h21/2 scaling.
The data for the thinnest two films are consistent with the
FIG. 4. ~a! Profiles ^s11&(x2) of the in-plane stress in the films in Fig. 2
averaged in the x1 direction. The vertical lines show the total film averages,
^s11& f . ~b! Average film stress vs film thickness h . The straight lines are fits
to a power law of the form ^s11& f}h2p, giving p’1 for the thinnest two
films and p’1/2 for the thicker ones. AIP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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energy considerations. Although data from three points is not
conclusive, we believe that the dichotomy in scaling is due to
a change in hardening mechanism for the thinnest film, as
will be discussed in detail in Sec. III C. We note that the
average film stresses are not sensitive to the source distribu-
tion; other realizations give results that only differ by a few
percent.
While we have focused until now on the stress states at
the end of the cooling process, the full history is shown in
Fig. 5. Rather than stress, however, Fig. 5 shows the evolu-
tion of ^«118 & f as a function of the temperature reduction. The
value of ^«118 & f represents the average lattice strain in the film
due to the thermal mismatch with the substrate. Adding «11
th
to it, Eq. ~3!, gives the quantity which is usually measured
experimentally by x-ray diffraction.4,22 From ^«118 & f and the
corresponding ^«228 & f , the average stress ^s118 & f can be di-
rectly computed from Hooke’s law, Eq. ~2!, with a50. Since
s i j
th50, Eq. ~3!, this immediately gives the total average film
stress ^s11& f , cf. Eq. ~4!. Thus, plots of the evolution of
^«118 & f give insight into the average stress development in the
film.
The curves in Fig. 5 exhibit a distinct size effect on the
hardening, with thinner films being harder. The yield point,
which corresponds to a yield stress of about 30 MPa, does
not exhibit a size effect, as the initiation of plastic deforma-
tion is controlled by the statistical distribution of source
strengths. Prior to the first nucleation event, the stress in the
film is uniform, so that the first occurrence is determined by
the weakest source. Since the source strengths are chosen
randomly from a Gaussian distribution around a certain
value, and since the specific values of source strength are
different for different films, plastic deformation starts first in
the film that contains the weakest source. For the cases
shown in Fig. 5 this happened to be the thinnest film, where
the minimum nucleation strength, out of the average of t¯nuc
525 MPa, is tnuc510 MPa.
Hardening, on the other hand, is a collective effect of the
nucleation, glide and annihilation of a large number of dis-
locations. Statistical effects are therefore smaller. The hard-
FIG. 5. Curves of ^«118 & f vs imposed temperature for three values of film
thickness: h50.25 mm, h50.5 mm and h51 mm ~see Figs. 2 and 3!.Downloaded 01 Sep 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject toening rate averaged over a temperature drop of DT5185 K
from the onset of yield, D^s11& f /«11
th is 18, 39, and 97 GPa
for h51, 0.5, and 0.25 mm, respectively. To check the sen-
sitivity of the yield stress and hardening rate to the value of
tnuc , the calculations were repeated with the same source
distributions but with the value of tnuc at each source multi-
plied by a factor of 2. The values of the yield stress for each
of the three films doubled, while the values of the hardening
rate remained essentially unchanged.
Calculations were repeated with all parameters fixed ex-
cept that a random array of point obstacles was added with a
density of 60/mm2. Figure 6 shows that the dislocation den-
sity in the core region is higher with obstacles than without
obstacles ~especially for the thickest film!, since the ob-
stacles tend to prevent dislocations from leaving the film at
the free surface. In fact, numerous dislocation dipoles form
at slip plane intersections, leading to a harder core region
than without obstacles which gives rise to the increased hard-
ening rate seen in Fig. 7 compared with that in Fig. 5.
B. Effect of slip plane orientation
In order to investigate the influence of slip plane orien-
tation, the simulations presented in the previous section have
repeated with the crystal rotated by 630°, so that f (1)
530°; f (2)590°; f (3)5150° The source density is the
same as before, but the source positions and strengths are
different; there are no obstacles. Slip systems 2 and 3 are the
most active ones, because the resolved shear stress
t52s11/2 sin 2f, caused by a nominal tensile stress s11 , is
largest in absolute value. In fact, the Schmid factor usin 2fu is
the same as for the 660° slip systems in the original orien-
tation. This explains that the onset of yield ~Fig. 8! is roughly
the same as for the original crystal orientation ~Fig. 5!.
The hardening in the film is reduced however, i.e., the
stress is more relaxed in the rotated orientation for all film
thicknesses, cf. Fig. 8 with Fig. 5. One explanation for this is
that fewer dislocations are needed to relax the film in the
rotated orientation: according to Eq. ~12! with f5f (1)
530°, a dislocation density r5900 mm22 is needed in the
height l50.025 mm for complete relaxation. The disloca-
tion density found near the interface is around 600 mm22 for
all three thicknesses. This is a higher percentage ~67%! than
for the previous orientation ~50%!, which is consistent with
the film being more relaxed.
The dislocation distribution along with the boundary
layer that forms in the thinnest film with orientation f (1)
530° is seen in Fig. 9~a!. Profiles of x1-averaged stresses for
all three thicknesses reveal that the boundary layers have the
same thickness, which is slightly smaller than that seen in
Fig. 4~a! for the original orientation. A second difference is
that the core region of the films is less stressed. The two
effects explain the lower hardening in Fig. 8.
To investigate the orientation dependence further, simu-
lations were carried out in single slip with slip plane orien-
tations of f515°, 30°, 60°, and 75°. In single slip, dislo-
cations do not form junctions, so that the time step can be
increased by an order of magnitude without losing accuracy.
Figure 10 shows that the hardening rate increases with in- AIP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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entation dependence of the Schmid factor and of the slip
plane length h/sin f. Also, we see that plastic flow occurs
earlier for slip plane orientations of 30° and 60° than for
those of 15° and 75°, because the resolved shear stress t is
larger for the 30° and 60° orientations.
C. Origin of hardening
Examination of the average strain-temperature curves in
Figs. 5 and 8 indicates that there is a more or less pro-
FIG. 6. ~Color! Distribution of s11 , normalized by sn defined in Eq. ~10!,
and the dislocation distribution after cooling by 200 K for three values of
film thickness: ~a! h50.25 mm, ~b! h50.5 mm and ~c! h51 mm with a
prescribed distribution of dislocation obstacles. The slip plane orientation is
the same as in Fig. 2.Downloaded 01 Sep 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject tonounced kink in the average slope after the onset of plasticity
as exemplified in Fig. 5. These kinks reflect a change in the
hardening rate in the plastic regime. For the smallest thick-
ness, h50.25 mm, the kink is most clearly visible; also for
the thickest film, h51 mm, a kink can be observed but it
occurs at a later stage. Moreover, we observe that the hard-
ening in the second part of the curve increases with the slip
plane angle, as seen by comparing Figs. 5 and 8. A signifi-
cant increase in hardening has been noted experimentally by
Leung et al.2 in various types of films, and can also be seen
in the experimental results in Ref. 4. The strongest effect is
always seen, as here, for very thin films. The effect is not
found by Leung et al.2 for passivated films, which has led
them to suggest that the effect is due to additional relaxation
by surface diffusion at higher temperature. However, the ex-
perimental results in Ref. 4 also show a two-stage hardening
effect for very thin (h50.3 mm) passivated films. In our
calculations there is no diffusion, and therefore it is interest-
ing to explore the origin of the kink in the simulations.
One possible cause is a sudden increase in dislocation
density, leading to an increase in the number of dislocation
junctions and therefore to an increase in hardening. How-
ever, since the kink is present in multiple slip as well as in
single slip ~no junctions!, Fig. 10 and Fig. 5, this is excluded.
Another possible cause is an abrupt reduction of the rate of
dislocations nucleated. This is what happens in our calcula-
FIG. 7. Curves of ^«118 & f vs imposed temperature for three values of film
thickness: h50.25 mm, h50.5 mm and h51 mm for the calculation in Fig.
6 with a prescribed distribution of dislocation obstacles.
FIG. 8. Curves of ^«118 & f vs imposed temperature for three values of film
thickness: h50.25 mm, h50.5 mm and h51 mm. The films contain three
slip systems with slip plane orientations f (1)530°, f (2)590°, and f (3)
5150°. AIP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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200 K. ~a! Contours of s11 , normalized by sn defined in Eq. ~10!, and the
dislocation distribution for h50.25 mm. ~b! Profiles ^s11&(x2) of the in-
plane stress in all films with this orientation. The vertical lines show the total
film averages, ^s11& f .
FIG. 10. Curves of ^«118 & f vs imposed temperature for films with a single slip
system having the slip planes oriented at f (1)515°, f (2)530°. f (3)560°
and f (1)575°. All films have thickness h50.25 mm.Downloaded 01 Sep 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject totions, with the reduction in nucleation rate arising from the
back stress generated by the dislocations in the boundary
layer adjacent to the interface. For each source, nucleation
first occurs when the resolved shear stress reaches tnuc . The
stress field of the dipole generated by this source shields the
source from further nucleation. The back stress at the source
reduces as the dipole spreads, with the least effect occurring
when one of the dislocations has left the film through the free
surface and the other is blocked near the interface. In very
thin films the back stress in this configuration is still high
enough to have a significant effect at the source. During the
first stage of the cooling process, other sources in the film
will be activated before the back stress at previously acti-
vated sources has been overcome by the applied stress. This
gives rise to the initial hardening rate. At some stage of the
deformation history, all sources have been activated and col-
lectively they have produced back stress throughout the film.
Subsequently, the only way in which sources can be acti-
vated is by overcoming the back stress through further strain-
ing of the film. Thus, nucleation is delayed, which gives rise
to additional hardening in the ^«118 & f2DT curves.
To support this explanation, Fig. 11 shows the distribu-
tion of the resolved shear stress t for the film with h
50.25 mm on slip system f (2)560° at the same time as in
Fig. 2~a!. Also shown are all sources that are present on these
slip planes to demonstrate that they are all in regions with
relatively low stress due to the back stresses caused by the
dislocations piled up against the interface. As the thickness
of the film increases, the back stress at a source caused by
the dislocation pileups at the film-substrate interface will, on
average, be lower because of the larger distance between the
pileup and the source. Hence, for thicker films, the kink in
hardening is delayed and is less intense. This is confirmed by
the results in Figs. 5 and 8.
The presence of the back stress is expected to give an
important contribution to the response when the temperature
change is reversed. This is verified for the thinnest film, by
reheating from the final temperature of T5400 K reached
previously. As seen in Fig. 12, reverse plasticity occurs al-
most immediately after temperature reversal for h
50.25 mm. Without the presence of the long-range back
stresses, elastic unloading would occur over a larger interval.
FIG. 11. ~Color! Distribution of resolved shear stress on the slip plane
f (2)560°, t60 and the dislocation distribution at final temperature for the
film in Fig. 2~a!. The point sources on this slip system are shown as circles. AIP license or copyright, see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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distribution in Fig. 11 does not exhibit the same clear bound-
ary layer as does the distribution of s11 in Fig. 2~a!. This
suggests a limitation to the classical picture of misfit dislo-
cations with Burgers vector parallel to the interface. The
piled-up dislocations on the inclined slip planes do not neatly
combine to such misfit dislocations: on average they do, but
not point wise along the interface. In fact, closer examination
of the dislocation structure shown in Fig. 5~a! shows the
presence of pileups of two or three dislocations on the same
slip plane. As there are no dislocations on a nearby inclined
slip plane to cancel the resulting long-range back stress, the
back stress remains effective for blocking nucleation on the
same slip plane.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Discrete dislocation analyses have been carried out of
the stress evolution in single crystal films arising from the
thermal mismatch between the film and its substrate. Atten-
tion was confined to plane strain, with the substrate remain-
ing elastic and any effect of elastic mismatch between the
film and substrate neglected. The film is initially dislocation
free and the dislocations in the film, which are all of edge
character, nucleate from Frank–Read sources on a specified
set of slip planes. At the start of a calculation, the film-
substrate system is stress free and the deformation arises
from a prescribed temperature history. The results exhibit the
following trends:
~i! The stress evolution and the hardening show a clear de-
pendence on film thickness for the thicknesses analyzed
which range from 0.25 to 1 mm.
~ii! The effect of film thickness is mainly due to the forma-
tion of a hard boundary layer at the film-substrate inter-
face. The width of the boundary layer, which arises from
dislocation pileups at the interface, does not scale with
the film thickness.
FIG. 12. Curves of ^«118 & f vs imposed temperature for a thermal cycle be-
tween 600 and 400 K for films of thickness h50.25 mm and h50.5 mm.Downloaded 01 Sep 2006 to 129.125.25.39. Redistribution subject to~iii! The boundary layer width depends on the orientation of
the slip systems in the film.
~iv! Below a certain film thickness, an additional contribu-
tion to hardening arises from a reduction in dislocation
nucleation caused by the back stress associated with the
dislocation pileups at the film-substrate interface. This
reduction in the rate of dislocation nucleation can occur
abruptly and lead to a two-stage hardening behavior as
seen experimentally.
~v! In very thin films all the available dislocation sources are
affected by the back stress early in the stress relaxation
process. Further nucleation is suppressed until the back
stress at the sources is overcome by additional straining
of the film. The absence of dislocations that can elimi-
nate the long-range back stress is related to the limited
availability of sources.
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